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ABSTRACT

In 1972, Congress passed the Federal Coastal Zone Management
Act (FCZMA) to improve our ability to manage the nation's
coastal resources. At that time, the resource management
abilities of the coastal states showed wide variation, with
significant disparities among the individual states and
between the various geographical regions of the nation's
shoreline. For example, the West Coast states were well into
coastal planning, while areas such as the Gulf Coast had few
tools for management of coastal resources.

Progress towards effective coastal resource management under
the federal program has been controversial and uneven, with
widespread uncertainty regarding both its objectives and its
success. At the present time, Congress is reviewing the fed
eral program with an eye towards improving, revamping or
abolishing it.

The authors examine the approval and implementation of indiv
idual coastal state programs by the federal OCZM. State efforts
to improve coastal resource allocation are reviewed in terms of
meeting the standards of the federal Act and in comparison to
their resource management capabilities at the time of its
passage. The substantial differences among state programs in
terms of compliance with the federal Act and objectives are
described and many variations are ascribed to inconsistent
application of standards at the federal and regional levels.
Finally, the authors suggest that the federal program as a
whole would be enhanced by adoption of more explicit standards
for development and implementation of state coastal management
programs.
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Since passage of the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act,
the federal Office of Coastal Zone Management (OCZM) has
struggled with a series of difficult issues regarding admin
istration of the federal program, many of which remain
unresolved as we enter the decade of the 80s and the Year of
the Coast. The failure to resolve these issues at the federal
level has led to inconsistencies in the development, approval,
implementation, and funding of state programs, and may have
weakened the federal program as a whole. The purpose of this
paper is to explore the origin and nature of these inconsis
tencies, as well as to offer some thoughts regarding ways in
which these administrative inconsistencies might be recon
ciled and thereby strengthen state and federal efforts to
effectively manage our coastal resources.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO FEDERAL INCONSISTENCY

Fundamental to the problem of administrative inconsis
tency is the unresolved issue of whether federal approval of
state programs should be based upon procedural or substantive
standards. That is, are there substantive standards by which
a state's compliance with the requirements of the federal
Act should be measured? Are there standards, for example,
by which a state's coastal boundary should be established,
or is it simply sufficient that some boundary any boundary
be defined? In addition to the few specific criteria
established in Section 305 of the Coastal Zone Management
Act (P.L. 92-583, as amended in 1976, hereinafter referred
to as CZMA), are there administrative standards which should
be used by OCZM to assess compliance with the goals expressed
in the Act's hortatory language (CZMA, Sections 302 and 303)?

Complicating this issue still further is OCZM's basic
philosophy that program development should be the states'
responsibility, and that the federal program should allow
the maximum flexibility for coastal states to address those
issues which they feel are most important in the manner they
deem most appropriate. This philosophy runs counter to the
concept of federally defined substantive standards.

When it enacted the Coastal Zone Management Act in 1972,
the Congress expressed concern about a number of issues,
particularly noting the fragile nature of coastal resources
and the rate of loss or damage of these essential resources
due to man's activities. As a result, Congress called for
a balanced program to manage the Nation's coastal resources.
Yet to be resolved, however, is who is to judge that balance.
As expressed in the most recent program regulations:

While the Act emphasizes resource protection,
it does not exclude resource use and

development where appropriate. The states
are given the responsibility in the Act
to choose the appropriate mix between
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preservation and development—A major
part of OCZM's review involves an assess
ment of the mix. (15 CFR, Part 923i,
emphasis added)

The problem is that OCZM has never published standards for
assessing the appropriate mix for achieving the balance
between preservation and development.

Because OCZM has never resolved the fundamental issue
of whether there should be standards, much less what those
standards should be, the review and approval of state programs
has continued to be conducted on an ad hoc basis, and has
frequently been based upon the opinion of or interpretation
by the regional coordinators. As a result of such discre
tionary action by regional managers and the lack of uniform
federal standards, criteria for approval of state programs
have differed greatly among the states. Finally, in the
absence of clear-cut federal standards, states have often felt
subjected to changing standards throughout the program
development process, and these uncertainties have further
complicated the already difficult task confronting program
managers who are struggling to develop programs acceptable
to their political constituencies.

The remainder of this paper will be devoted to exploring
examples of OCZM's failure to maintain consistent standards
for program development, approval, and implementation. We
will examine only a few of the federal administrative incon
sistencies, but they are illustrative of the nature and extent
of the problem which confronts the program as a whole.

INCONSISTENCIES IN PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND APPROVAL

One of the best examples of administrative inconsistency
in approval of state programs involves the beleaguered
Florida Coastal Management Program. During its review of
Florida's preliminary draft coastal management program, OCZM
cited a mixture of problems and deficiencies which required
attention in order to gain federal approval. Some of the
problems were editorial or procedural; in addition, three
major substantive issues were identified relating to the
adequacy and specificity of program policies:

• Florida's standards for approval or
denial of dredge and fill permits in
submerged lands and wetlands were not
adequate or specific enough according
to OCZM. In particular, the federal
office expressed concern about the
definition of the "public interest" test
which is an important aspect of Florida's
constitution and laws relating to the
acceptability of dredge and fill permits.
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• OCZM indicated it would require
administrative rulemaking regarding
standards for public investment in
floodplain areas in an effort to
avoid or reduce flood hazards and damage.

• OCZM felt that Florida's laws and
regulations did not provide special
recognition for the needs of water-
dependent uses, and indicated it
would require a variety of means to
ensure that sites particularly suited
for water-dependent uses could be
protected and reserved for these uses.

These concerns reflect two major problems with the federal
program. First, there are no requirements in the Act or
regulations relating to some of these issues, and, where they
do occur, the requirements are so vague that there is no
uniform standard or interpretation. Second, because of the
lack of standards, a state's compliance is judged on the basis
of extensive negotiation with the federal regional coordinator.
As a consequence, the requirements and standards applied to
states are inconsistent, with the level of achievement varying
greatly among regions and among states. In the absence of
adequate standards, the policy of the federal office has
been to select programs of certain states to be held up as
models for other states to follow. In Florida's case, for
example, OCZM pointed to the Massachusetts program in partic
ular.

In order to evaluate the inconsistency of the review
process on the part of OCZM, the treatment of the three
issues identified above was reviewed in several state programs,
including some of those which OCZM suggested as models, as
well as programs more recently approved. The latter programs
were included for the purpose of examining for possible
changes in the administrative review of state programs.
Because of OCZM's requirement that only those aspects of
state coastal programs that are enforceable are to be in
cluded in coastal programs, our review focused exclusively
on state coastal management programs and environmental
impact statements.

The basic Florida standards for dredge and fill
(excluding water quality standards) are summarized in Table
I. OCZM did not object to the scope of the standards, nor
to the parameters that were reviewed during the determi
nation of whether a permit was approvable. Instead, they
focused their concern on the phrase "contrary to the public
interest," and required explicit quantitative standards
regarding the extent or magnitude of impacts that would be
considered contrary to public interest.
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TABLE I 13

SUMMARY OF POLICIES AND STANDARDS FOR

DREDGE AND FILL PROJECTS IN FLORIDA

Private use of sovereignty lands (submerged lands to MHW)
may be authorized only when not contrary to the public
interest. (Constitution)

* Permits for dredge and fill may only be approved upon an
affirmative showing that the proposed action will not:

i) violate any state or local statute, zoning law,
ordinance, or other applicable restriction;

ii) harmfully obstruct or alter the natural flow of
navigable water;

iii) increase or cause harmful erosion or shoaling or
create stagnant water;

iv) cause material injury or monetary damage to adjoining
land;

v) interfere with the conservation of fish, marine, and
wildlife or other natural resources to such an extent

as to be contrary to the public interest; and

vi) destroy oyster beds, clam beds or marine productivity,
including destruction of natural marine habitats and
grass flats to such an extent as to be contrary to the
public interest.

Water quality permits or certification required, based on
numerical standards for several parameters.

Additional considerations and restrictions for areas in state

aquatic preserves
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Florida's standards for dredge and fill permits are not
unique; rather, they are similar to the standards for most
other states. They are more inclusive or rigorous than most,
identifying more specifically the factors that are to be
considered. Moreover, Florida is not alone in including non-
quantifiable subjective standards. As illustrated in Table II,
all other state programs which were examined include
non-quantifiable, non-defined standards.

The importance of these examples is not that the stan
dards vary from state to state—that is what allows tailoring
the federal program to state needs—but that each state's
regulations have a certain vagueness, a lack of specificity,
where administrative discretion is exercised. Delaware,
North Carolina, and Oregon join Florida in referring to the
"public interest." North Carolina, Rhode Island, and
Massachusetts refer to "significant" effects. California,
Delaware, Oregon, and Alabama require a determination of
"feasibility" or "reasonableness." Rhode Island and North
Carolina both refer to making a "balance." None of these
terms are defined; none have predictable limits associated
with them. This flexibility is fundamental to the permitting
process, which in each state remains at least in part subject
to a case-by-case, partially subjective, review.

While it may be desirable to have permitting standards
identified in black and white, no state has yet been able to
do so basically because it is politically expedient to allow
room for negotiation and to avoid clear prohibitions. The
inconsistency on the part of OCZM is that it rejected
Florida's program for including such discretionary or proce
dural practices, while several other programs containing the
same or greater latitude for discretion were approved.

A review of the other issues identified by OCZM as
deficient in Florida's program produced similar results. For
example, North Carolina, Alabama, and Massachusetts all have
policies relating to public works projects funded by state
and federal funds in flood hazard areas. None specify any
standards, and some could be interpreted so generally as,
for example, to preclude the construction of a state or
federally funded bridge over a floodplain area. As in the
case of Florida, the states of California, Delaware, Rhode
Island, and Oregon have more general policies which speak
to the need to minimize risks to life and property from
flooding without any special policy explicitly addressing
state and federally funded public works projects in the
coastal zone. Florida's flood hazards requirements are
generally weaker than those of other states examined, but
the policies of some states are not enforceable; they are
advisory only, and are implemented through such practices
as the A-95 Review or Federal Environmental Impact
Statement review. Some states only utilized executive order
to address the issue, a means denied to Florida, as OCZM
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TABLE II 15

SUBJECTIVE PERMITTING STANDARDS FROM

SELECTED APPROVED STATE COASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

MASSACHUSETTS:

CALIFORNIA:

RHODE ISLAND:

DELAWARE:

ALABAMA:

NORTH CAROLINA:

OREGON:

Minimize damage by ensuring that
dredging and spoil disposal cause
no significant adverse change in
a variety of identified factors.

Grant permits only where there is no
feasible less environmentally destruc
tive alternative.

Demonstrate by a fair preponderance
of evidence that there will be no

significant adverse environmental
impacts. Benefits must be balanced
against damage.

Minimize wetlands destruction.

Protect the public interest. Consider
cumulative impacts.

Dredging and filling prohibited if
it degrades the coastal area.

Dredge and fill permits may be denied
if significant adverse effect. Permits
will be evaluated to determine whether
they interfere with or negatively
affect public interests. To be
favorably considered, projects should
demonstrate a public or private need.
The balance of social, economic and
ecological costs and benefits must
balance the public interest.

Dredging shall not be inconsistent with
the protection, conservation and best
uses of the waters of the state. Fill
must not unreasonably interfere with
the paramount policy of preserving
waters for navigation, fishing, and
public recreation.

italicized phrases are not defined.
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required administrative rulemaking. More importantly,
however, OCZM required a remedy of Florida—a specific re
quirement regarding public funds and projects—that was not
imposed on other states.

Again, our review indicated that states varied greatly
in their treatment of water-dependent uses and facilities.
Although some states give special recognition to water-
dependent uses, fewer provided a commitment to protect
certain areas for future use by water-dependent facilities,
and only Oregon included a broad requirement that such sites
must be sought, identified, and protected from imcompatible
uses. Again, OCZM imposed a requirement on Florida that was
an exception, not the rule, in approval of other state
programs.

In addition to these three requirements, OCZM imposed
yet another requirement on Florida: that the state must
demonstrate "how the Florida Coastal Management Program will,
in fact, specifically alter or augment the administration
of...[existing programs] to meet its objectives." Florida's
proposed program was based on existing state laws and rules;
the Florida Coastal Management Act of 1978 specifically
limited the program to only existing laws, policies, rules,
or regulations, a requirement that earned the law the repu
tation as the "No-New-Nothing Act." This restriction was
deemed necessary by the political leadership at that time in
order to avoid the total loss of the state's coastal manage
ment program.

Whereas the draft program submitted to OCZM identified
several ways in which program approval would result in
improved management of Florida resources (primarily relating
to factors such as improved data, coordination, understanding
and awareness, and funding of existing efforts), it carefully
avoided any implication that the program would change the
existing laws, rules, or policies. OCZM rejected this
approach, and required a demonstration of more substantive
progress, in spite of the fact that nothing in the federal
Act or regulations requires states to show an improvement.
Florida was attempting to make a case that its existing laws
met the existing federal requirements. Regardless of the
merits of that argument, even if Florida was correct, OCZM
was unwilling to approve the program unless there was a
demonstrable alteration or augmentation.

OCZM has been rather blatant in the reasoning behind
this requirement: it has candidly commented that it cannot
go to OMB or Congress and admit that a state is being funded
to do substantially the same thing it was doing before,
regardless of how good that was. As a result, it created a
new, purely political requirement for approval of Florida's
program.
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Based on that requirement and its actions, it is apparent
that OCZM is willing to approve state programs which are
basically very weak (such as Alabama) on the premise that the
state has made comparatively great progress since the begin
ning of the federal program. At the same time, OCZM has
rejected Florida's program which was well-developed and
functioning prior to the federal program, and is still re
garded as containing some of the toughest regulatory and land
use laws in the nation, but which has concentrated on refining
procedures for administration rather than new substantive
changes since entering the federal program. This federal
attitude and action may be necessary for continued support of
the federal program, but the reaction at state level has
been hostile and negative. It is at least partially respon
sible for the fact that the state's program has been almost
totally dismantled by an embittered state legislature.

INCONSISTENCIES IN EVALUATION OF APPROVED STATE PROGRAMS

These examples of inconsistencies in federal adminis
tration of the CZMA have focued on Florida, for that is the
state with which we are most familiar. However, it is not
difficult to find examples of similar problems in other
states. In addition, the inconsistencies extend beyond
program development and approval into the realm of adminis
tration of approved state programs.

For example, during its annual review of approved pro
grams, OCZM has begun to evaluate the progress of state
programs toward certain national objectives which are
supposedly predicated on the findings and policies of
Sections 302 and 303 of the CZMA. Recommendations and grant
conditions are then imposed on state programs on the basis
of their progress, or lack thereof, towards achieving these
objectives.

OCZM is presently using four principal criteria for
program evaluation purposes: protection of significant
natural resources; more effective management of coastal
development; increasing access to the coast; and increasing
intergovernmental cooperation and coordination. Although
these are indeed worthwhile goals, there are numerous incon
sistencies associated with their derivation and application
by OCZM. Our review of these inconsistencies is.based upon
OCZM's most recent evaluation findings for six states:
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, North Carolina, Michigan, Oregon,
and Washington.

First, these criteria are new, part of the everchanging
requirements imposed by OCZM. Such requirements were not a
part of the findings surrounding the original approval of
these programs, nor, at least in some instances, the first-
year program evaluation. Indeed, some states were not even
informed that these criteria were to be used until after the
evaluations and findings were complete. This is not to
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connote that newness is necessarily bad. To the extent that
it may remedy previous program deficiencies, it may be con
sidered desirable—despite the fact that it represents yet
another moving target for the states to hit. To ensure
adequate opportunity for review and comment by states, federal
agencies, and affected interests, however, these national
objectives should be adopted by administrative rule and should
not be applied to state program evaluations until after their
formal adoption. As Wisconsin has indicated, "The changes
and conditions to our program implementation grant
represents...an excessive and burdensome amount of federal
intervention."

Secondly, OCZM has yet to standardize the criteria by
which it is now evaluating state programs. In order to apply
criteria in some consistent fashion, the first prerequisite
is some standardized language, but as is apparent from
Table III, at least two sets of language are currently in
use by OCZM. The basic criteria by which programs are to be
evaluated, therefore, appear to vary from state to state.
Some states are required to protect fisheries; others are not.
Some are required to address subsidence and saltwater intru
sion (even if these are not problems in the particular
state); others are not. Some are required to address
revitalization of urban waterfronts; others are not. In
essence, for what should be basic, boiler-plate language,
the clauses are remarkably inconsistent from state to state.
In fact, no pattern—regional or chronological—could be dis
cerned in their application. If these are indeed national
objectives, they should apply uniformly to all states; and
in order to be applied uniformly, the language should read
in some consistent fashion.

The third inconsistency entails the derivation of the
four criteria by which OCZM is presently evaluating approved
programs. The evaluation findings explicitly cite Sections
302 and 303, the hortatory language of the Act, as the basis
of the four areas in which substantive results are expected
by OCZM. An examination of the specific objectives and
issues in those sections, however, reveals that this is
simply not true. Table IV contains a summary of the differ
ences between OCZM's evaluation criteria and the referenced
sections of the federal Act. Recreational access, for
example, is identified as a planning element in Section 305
(not 302 or 303), but the statutory requirement is to provide
a formalized planning process, not necessarily to increase
access. Similarly, Section 303 declares that it is the
national policy to preserve, protect, develop, and where
possible, restore or enhance our coastal resources. OCZM,
however, has selectively applied "protection" to certain of
these resources, when, in fact, development might be approp
riate or necessary. While we personally agree with these
objectives, to cite these requirements as derived from
Sections 302 or 303, combined with the selectivity in their
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TABLE III

INCONSISTENCIES IN OCZM'S

NATIONAL EVALUATION CRITERIA

PROTECTION OF SIGNIFICANT
NATURAL COASTAL RESOURCES
AND AREAS SUCH AS WETLANDS,
FISHERIES. BEACHES, DUNES,
AND BARRIER ISLANDS.
(NORTH CAROLINA, RHODE ISLAND,
MICHIGAN)

MANAGEMENT OF COASTAL
DEVELOPMENT SO AS TO MINI
MIZE LOSS OF LIFE AND

PROPERTY DUE TO IMPROPER
DEVELOPMENT IN AREAS SUBJECT
TO COASTAL HAZARDS; GIVING
PRIORITY TO COASTAL
DEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT
INCLUDING PORTS AND WATER-
DEPENDENT ENERGY FACILITJSS;
AND IDENTIFYING SITES FOR
DREDGE SPOIL DISPOSAL.
(MICHIGAN, RHODE ISLAND,
NORTH CAROLINA)

INCREASED ACCESS TO THE
COAST FOR RECREATION
PURPOSES, INCLUDING
REVITALIZATION OF URBAN
WATERFRONTS, AND PRO
TECTION AND RESTORATION
OF CULTURAL, HISTORIC,
AND AESTHETIC COASTAL
RESOURCES. (NORTH
CAROLINA. RHODE ISLAND,
MICHIGAN)

IMPROVED PREDICTABILITY
AND EFFICIENCY IN

PUBLIC PECJISIGN-MAKIHG
INCLUDING INCREASED

INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AND COOR
DINATION. (RHODETSTCaND,
NORTH CAROLINA)

PROTECTION OF SIGNIFICANT

NATURAL RESOURCES SUCH

AS WETLANDS, BEACHES,
DUNES, AND BARRIER
ISLANDS. (OREGON,
MASSACHUSETTS,
WASHINGTON)

MORE EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT
OF COASTAL DEVELOPMENT SO
AS TO MINIMIZE LOSS OF
LIFE AND PROPERTY DUE TO
IMPROPER DEVELOPMENT IN
FLOODPLAINS, EROSION^
PRONE AREAS; AREAS~OF
SUBSIDENCE~AND SALTWATER
INTRUSION; TO PROMOTE
BETTER MANAGEMENT GENERALLY
BY GIVING PRIORITY TO
WATER-DEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT;
BY DEALING WITH ENERGY
FACILITY SITING NEEDS~AND
BY IDENTIFYING SITES FOR"
DREDGE SPOIL DISPOSAL-:
(WASHINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS,
OREGON)

INCREASED ACCESS TO THE
COAST FOR RECREATION
PURPOSES, AND PROTECTION
AND RESTORATION OF
HISTORIC, AESTHETIC,
AND CULTURAL RESOURCES.
(OREGON, MASSACHUSETTS,
WASHINGTON)

INCREASED GOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AND COORDI
NATION RESULTING XH
GREATE^-pT^brCT'ABTSlTY
AND EFFICIENCY IN
GOVERNMENTAL DECISION
MAKING. iMASSACMgETTST
OREGON, MICHIGAN,
WASHINGTON)
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DIFFERENCES BETWEEN OCZM'S EVALUATION CRITERIA
AND SECTIONS 302 AND 303 OF THE CZMA

OCZM'S EVALUATION CRITERIA

PROTECTION OF SIGNIFICANT NATURAL COASTAL
RESOURCES AND AREAS SUCH AS WETLANDS,
FISHERIES, BEACHES, DUNES, AND BARRIER
ISLANDS.

MORE EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF COASTAL DEVEL
OPMENT SO AS TO MINIMIZE LOSS OF LIFE AND
PROPERTY DOE TO IMPROPER DEVELOPMENT IN FLOOD-
PLAINS, EROSICN-PRONE AREAS OF SUBSIDENCE AND
SALTWATER INTRUSION; TO PRCXOTE BETTER
MANAGEMENT GENERALLY BY GIVING PRIORITY TO
WATER DEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT BY DEALING WITH
ENERGY FACILITY SITING NEEDS AND BY IDENTIFYING
SITES FOa DREDGE SPOIL DISPOSAL.

3. INCREASED ACCESS TO THE COAST FOR RECREATION
PURPOSES INCLUDING REVITALIZATION OF URBAN
WATERFRONTS AND PROTECTION AND RESTORATION OF

CULTURE, HISTORIC, AND AESTHETIC COASTAL
RESOURCES.

IMPROVED PREDICTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY
IN PUBLIC DECISION-MAKING INCLUDING INCREASED

INTERGOVERNMENTAL COOPERATION AND COORDINATION.

CZMA, SECTIONS 302 ANO 303

PRESERVE, PROTECT, DEVELOP, AND WHERE
POSSIBLE, TO RESTORE OR ENHANCE THE
RESOURCES OF THE NATION'S COASTAL ZONE.
(CZMA, Sac. 303(a)).

...MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS TO ACHIEVE WISE USE
OF THE LAND AND WATER RESOURCES OF THE

COASTAL ZONE...(CZMA, Sac. 303(b)).

...LAND AND WATER USE PROGRAMS FOR THE
COASTAL ZONE, INCLUDING UNIFIED POLICIES,
CRITERIA, STANDARDS, METHODS, AND PROCESSES
FOR DEALING WITH LAND AND HATER USE DECI
SIONS OF KOBE THAN LOCAL SIGNIFICANCE.
(CZHA, Sec. 302(h)).

SHORELINE EROSION MENTIONED <CZKA, Sac. 302(c)!

...ATTAINING A GREATER DEGREE OF ENERGY

SELF-SUFFICIENCY...TO MEET STATE AND LOCAL
HEEDS RESULTING FROM NEW OR EXPANDED ENERGY
ACTIVITY IN OR AFFECTING THE COASTAL ZONE

(CZMA, SCC. 302(11).

...DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF MANAGE

MENT PROGRAMS TO ACHIEVE WISE USE OF THE LAND
AND WATER RESOURCES OF THE COASTAL ZONE GIVING
FULL CONSIDERATION TO ECOLOGICAL, CULTURAL,
HISTORIC, AND AESTHETIC VALUES AS WELL AS
HEEDS FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (CZMA,

Sec. 303(b)).

DECREASING OPEN SPACE FOR PUBLIC USB
MENTIONED (CZMA, Sac. 302(c)).

FOR ALL FEDERAL AGENCIES ENGAGED IN PROGRAMS
AFFECTING THE COASTAL ZONE TO COOPERATE AND

PARTICIPATE WITH STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS
AND REGIONAL AGENCIES IN EFFECTUATING THE

PURPOSES OF THIS TITLE (CZMA, Sac. 303(c))

TO ENCOURAGE THE PARTICIPATION OF THE PUBLIC,
OF FEDERAL, STATS, AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS AND
OF REGIONAL AGENCIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT Or
COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS (CZMA,
sac. 303(d))
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application by OCZM, seems an excessively broad application
of administrative discretion.

The extent of administrative discretion becomes even more
evident when a close review of the Act itself reveals that
nowhere in that statute are such things as dunes, barrier
islands, fisheries, loss of life and property, hazards,
subsidence, saltwater intrusion, water-dependent development,
dredge spoil disposal, revitalization of urban waterfronts,
or improved predictability even mentioned (Table V). Some
of these objectives can indeed be derived from other federal
initiatives such as the Executive Order on Floodplains, the
President's Barrier Island Task Force, or the Fisheries
Conservation and Management Act of 1976. They are not,
however, part of the Coastal Zone Management Act itself,
much less Sections 302 or 303.

When these inconsistencies are viewed collectively,
therefore, it becomes clear that OCZM has applied inconsis
tent criteria based upon frequently non-existent objectives.

Yet another example of OCZM inconsistency relates to the
mouth of the Columbia River and the Oregon and Washington
programs. Recognizing the need for coordinated management
for this shared resource, Oregon and Washington initiated a
joint planning effort: the Columbia River Estuary Task
Force (CREST). After over five years of planning, the CREST
plan document is now nearly complete.

During its most recent evaluation of the Oregon program
(September, 1979), OCZM unilaterally inserted a new grant
condition: Oregon must ensure that the CREST product is
incorporated into relevant local government land use programs.
This is a remarkable requirement for two reasons. First, no
such requirement was placed on Washington, even though both
the Washington and Oregon programs are similar in that they
are based on local government land use plans developed in
compliance with state policies and standards.

Second, at the time the requirement was applied to
Oregon, it was not possible to judge whether the CREST
results would comply with the Oregon land use and coastal
zone policies and standards for the simple reason that the
plan was not completed. These standards are based in state
law, and form the enforceable basis of Oregon's Coastal
Management Program. It is these standards that underwent
numerous public and federal reviews, and on which the EIS
and federal approval were predicated. If the final CREST
plan failed to meet these standards, Oregon would be placed
in the position of breaking its own state laws in order to
maintain a federally approved program. Moreover, OCZM would
have forced an amendment to the state's approved program,
one which it required before the actual shape of the CREST
plan was known and without the benefit of public, state, or
federal review.
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TABLE V

LANGUAGE NOT INCLUDED IN THE FEDERAL ACT

OCZM'S EVALUATION CRITERIA

PROTECTION OF SIGNIFICANT NATURAL COASTAL

RESOURCES AND AREAS SUCH AS WETLANDS, FISHERIES,
BEACHES, DUNES, AND BARRIER ISLANDS.

MORE EFFECTIVE MANAGEMENT OF COASTAL DEVELOPMENT

SO AS TO MINIMIZE LOSS OF LIFE AND PROPERTY DUE

TO IMPROPER DEVELOPMENT IN FLOODPLAINS, EROSION-
PRONE AREAS, AREAS OF SUBSIDENCE AND SALTWATER
INTRUSION; TO PROMOTE BETTER MANAGEMENT GENERALLY
BY GIVING PRIORITY TO WATER DEPENDENT DEVELOPMENT

BY DEALING WITH ENERGY FACILITY SITING NEEDS
AND BY IDENTIFYING SITES FOR DREDGE SPOIL DISPOSAL.

3. INCREASED ACCESS TO THE COAST FOR RECREATION PURPOSES
INCLUDING REVITALIZATION OF URBAN WATERFRONTS, AND

PROTECTION AND RESTORATION OF CULTURAL, HISTORIC,
AND AESTHETIC COASTAL RESOURCES.

IMPROVED PREDICTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY IN PUBLIC
DECISION-MAKING INCLUDING INCREASED INTERGOVERNMENTAL
COOPERATION AND COORDINATION.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 23

Much of the concern expressed during the past year
regarding the reauthorization of the federal Act relates to
the lack of specific standards for administration of the
federal program. The NACOA report, the CSO Conference, the
Coast Alliance, and public and private interest groups have
all called for more explicit standards. The ambiguity of
the federal standards has allowed states flexibility in
addressing their specific needs, but has also caused delay,
disputes, and total failure of some state programs. This,
in turn, has impeded achievement of the intent of the federal
Act.

The examples presented herein are intended to provide
some insight into the nature and pervasiveness of the incon
sistencies in administration of the federal program. The
purpose of this examination of federal inconsistencies is
not to criticize OCZM, or to challenge that agency's admin
istrative discretion. Rather, it is to underscore the
difficulties this posture creates for states attempting to
develop and implement coastal management programs. As the
consensus at the January conference of the Coastal States
Organization indicated:

...changes are needed in the future. These
should take the form of more specificity in
the national policies and in the state
programs....With improved administrative
or legislative guidance, these changes can
result without dictating the form of the
management approach at the state or local
level.

In conclusion, let us reiterate that we personally
support many of the objectives and criteria which OCZM has
applied. Yet, we do not believe that the federal program
has developed or applied these criteria consistently, and
that this inconsistency has worked to the overall detriment
of the program and efforts to achieve the national objective
of protecting our vital coastal resources. We hope to con
tinue and expand our efforts to examine the problem of
inconsistencies in administration of the federal program,
and are actively seeking the assistance of others who are
familiar with specific examples of federal inconsistency.
We believe that an in-depth analysis of these inconsistencies
will provide valuable information which will help define
those areas in which federal standards—whether administrative
or legislative—are most needed.

LaRoe & Roy
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THE SEARCH FOR PREDICTABILITY: PLANNING AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION
IN GRAYS HARBOR

by
Nan Evans

Marc 0. Hershman
George V. Blomberg
William B. Lawrence

ABSTRACT This paper reports on a study in progress of conflict
resolution over shoreline development in Grays Harbor, Washington.
An interagency Task Force was formed which used bargaining and
consensus to develop a multi-use fifty year plan which prescribes
long-term policies and resolves specific controversies. The
Task Force planning activity is described and lessons Identi
fied for other coastal management activities in the nation.

In 1975 an experiment in coastal zone management began in
Grays Harbor, Washington. The frequent conflicts which had oc
curred between government agencies, development interests, and
environmental groups over shoreline development projects re
sulted in costly delays and great uncertainty about the use
of the estuary. To resolve these disputes and avoid such con
flicts In the future, agencies with decision-making responsibi
lities In the region formed the Grays Harbor Estuary Planning
Task Force. The product of the Task Force effort, the Grays
Harbor Estuary Management Plan, was to provide a management
system to ensure that future uses of the Grays Harbor shoreline
would be predictable. Now, at the end of 1979, although some
major agreements have yet to be reached, the Task Force effort
is nearing completion.
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The Grays Harbor Estuary Management Program has attracted the atten
tion of a national audience of coastal managers, resource and regulatory
agencies, port directors, environmental groups, and elected officials.
They are asking major questions about this unique form of estuary manage
ment. Would this Task Force of decision makers be able to forge a Plan
that would guide development and improve agency coordination for many
years to come? Would the Task Force be able to resolve specific con
flicts between resource protectors, users, and developers? Would the
Plan provide adequate protection for the estuary's biological resources
and insure opportunities for economic development in the region? Would
the Grays Harbor experience offer the nation a model for coastal zone
management that integrates comprehensive planning, intergovernmental
coordination, and conflict resolution?

The aim of this study is to begin to answer these questions about
the planning process, so that the lessons learned from the Grays Har
bor experience can be applied elsewhere. An interdisciplinary team
at the Institute for Marine Studies of the University of Washington
conducted extensive interviews with members of the Grays Harbor Estuary
Planning Task Force and other Interested parties. Interviewees were
questioned about the problems of resource use and public decision making
that made estuarine planning desirable in Grays Harbor, the expectations
and objectives of participants in the planning activity, the methods used
by the Task Force for estuary planning, and the methods and problems of
plan implementation. Information documenting the impetus for the Plan,
the collaborative planning process, and the estuary itself was also com
piled. This paper is an interim report based on the initial conclusions
of a report which is now being circulated to interviewees for review.

Grays Harbor, an estuary on the Pacific coast of the state of
Washington, is a major port and industrial center for lumber and wood
products, and also supports major commercial fishing and tourism in
dustries. The biological communities and habitats of the estuary and
its drainage basin provide the resource base for the primary economic
sectors in Grays Harbor county. Grays Harbor is also one of only five
major estuaries on the West Coast of the United States, with crucial
biological functions such as providing nursery areas for marine animals,
wintering grounds for migratory birds, and nutrient supply and regenera
tion for aquatic ecosystems.

Grays Harbor has a long history of resource use. Disputes over
resource allocation and use have been persistent, and have involved a
multitude of issues and actors. Specific and heated conflicts in
Grays Harbor are similar to those observed nationally, as special
interest groups become competitors for scarce and ecologically vulnerable
coastal resources. Each of the conflicts involves disputes over what
are the most important and valuable uses of the resources, who should
determine the character and extent of uses affecting the estuary, and
how the resources and their uses are to be managed or controlled. The
parties to these conflicts include a wide spectrum of actors: federal
resource and regulatory agencies, state resource management agencies,
local governments, a port district, private landowners and developers,
citizens, and environmental groups.

In recent years, conflict in Grays Harbor has been focused on

Evans, et al.
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on shoreline development. The hilly terrain of the region leaves few
opportunities for industrial development except in the nearshore flat-
lands and on filled wetlands. The industrialized portion of the es
tuary, especially in the inner harbor-, provide the necessary infra
structure for further development. The Port of Grays Harbor is the
owner of large areas of shoreline, and offers the major opportunity
for economic development. Seasonal and high unemployment in Grays
Harbor County creates pressure for expansion of existing economic
activity and for industrial expansion to provide increased and more
stable employment. The shorelands and wetlands, which offer important
development opportunities, are, however, also valuable to the main
tenance of ecological health and diversity In the estuary. The stage
for conflict is thus set between development interests and those con
cerned with environmental protection and conservation.

Each specific project proposal or permit application for shoreline
development encountered a complex set of federal, state, and local
administrative procedures. The cumulative outcome of each of these
reviews contributed to growing frustration of all parties. Developers
were unable to obtain sufficient levels of predictability to secure
Investments and to provide economic opportunities. In contrast, re
source managers feared that they would be unable to predictably protect
the long term biological viability of the estuary.

To provide a solution to these persistent and complex conflicts,
representatives of the agencies and the governmental entities that had
decision making responsibilities and powers in the estuary formed the
Grays Harbor Estuary Planning Task Force. The Task Force utilized many
basic comprehensive planning techniques. In addition, the Task Force
assumed that Its composition of actual decision making agencies would
provide a more effective coupling between planning and decision making
than is often experienced by more traditional comprehensive planning
efforts. The Task Force assumed that if all the governmental decision
makers could jointly develop a comprehensive plan for estuarine resource
use, the plan would be directly Implemented by the agencies, using
existing management frameworks and regulations. Such a plan was expec
ted to make a real difference In how decisions were coordinated and how
resources were used.

A coastal management process designed to integrate conflict reso
lution with comprehensive planning by a group of decision making agencies
and governmental units requires several special components. First, the
parties must have realistic expectations and criteria for success. To
achieve this the parties must understand the political and ideological
nature of the conflict situation and they must accept that complete
accomodation of all interests may not be possible. In addition, the
parties must expect and be able to compromise. Second, all parties
to the conflict which have a stake in the dispute resolution or can
impact the implementation of any agreement should be involved in the
planning/conflict resolution process. If critical parties are excluded,
the political viability of any agreement may be threatened. As a corol
lary to the Inclusion of all parties to a confict in its resolution and
in order to maintain a task force at a workable size, parties who have
no stake in the conflict, who are unable to compromise, or who are
relatively powerless are best used as resource sources rather than as
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members of the task force. Third, representatives of the parties in
a conflict resolution process should be selected who have the authority
to speak for their agencies or constituencies. Also, the scope of each
party's and its representative's authority must be clearly understood
by all participants. Fourth, all representatives should have experience
in bargaining and negotiating. Finally, if consultants are used they
should be selected on the basis of mediating skills, as well as planning
skills, because in conflict resolution a neutral mediator who can faci
litate negotiations is necessary.

Despite problems associated with process design and implementation,
after nearly four years of hard work a draft of the Grays Harbor Estuary
Management Plan does exist. The Draft Plan is a comprehensive plan with
general policy statements and resource use objectives, but the Draft
Plan also contains several selected and specific agreements on geogra
phic areas subject to the most intense conflict. Elements of the Plan
and records of the planning process show that the Task Force was succes-
ful in dealing with a number of trade-offs and in crafting several basic
compromises, such asthe multiple-use goal, Conditional Use provisions,
Split Management Units, and Bankline Straightening and Erosion Control
Policies. Also, as a result of the experience of Task Force partici
pants in dealing with the difficult problems of intergovernmental co
ordination and resource use, the individuals (and perhaps their agencies)
have established a firmer basis for future cooperation in the estuary
and elsewhere in the region.

The Draft Plan also has provided a basic planning framework en
abling small-scale projects to move through the permit review and ap
proval process more predictably than before the Task Force began their
work. However, this cannot yet be said of larger scale projects. Con
frontation over the filling of 500 acres (200 ha) of wetlands for in
dustrial development on a site called Bowerman Basin must be resolved
before the Plan can move ahead to adoption and implementation. This
major unresolved issue requires national, state, and local decisions
about how negotiated agreements developed during a regional planning
effort interface with national environmental policies and decision
making procedures. One of the most significant contributions of the
Grays Harbor Estuary Management Program to national coastal zone
management has been to force necessary decision on these questions.
The predictability sought by all parties is jeopardized until these
significant legal problems are resolved.

The original Task Force strategy was to rely on existing agency
decision-making systems to implement and use the Plan. The Task Force
itself expected to play a minor planning and advisory role. These
assumptions are now being reviewed as a fuller range of adoption and
Implementation alternatives are being explored. Only when these pro
cedures are selected and have a history of use can the conclusions on
the success of the search for predictability in Grays Harbor befinalized.

The lessons learned from the experience of the Grays Harbor Es
tuary Planning Task Force should be applicable to efforts elsewhere.
Even more importantly, the Grays Harbor experience has been an in
valuable experiment in a form of special area management that is
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meaningful nationally. Grays Harbor provides a prototype of national
coastal zone management Issues. The Grays Harbor effort represented
and attempted to answer the needs for improved interagency and inter
governmental coordination, for assured and adequate coastal resource
protection, for providing development opportunities to protect the
economic health of the coastal communities, for considering national
interests in state and local coastal management programs, and for
close connections between amanagement pi an and the decision making
power and mandates of a multidimensional, multijurlsdictional, and
democratic government.

The Grays Harbor experience In bringing all levels of government
into a cooperative planning and management process could not have
occurred without the flexible funding philosophy of the federal and
state coastal management agencies that allocated funds to flow to areas
where problems were clearly defined and where the actors were willing
to jointly participate in experimental methods in the attempt to
resolve these problems. The administration of the Coastal Zone Manage
ment Act should continue to be flexible and responsive to innovations
in coastal planning and conflict resolution methods.
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